October 4, 2005

I will sue the SEC if this goes bad. Why you ask?

Assuming the company is not involved. Its the SEC job to protect the investor, not the company.

Megas stock got diluted over 100X which reduced his stock values 99%. He doesn't owe us anything, just the real stock holders.

We who bought have right to real shares based on a company with an OS of 5 million. We bought in good faith and all our shares are real because they all settled.

Hence the SEC job to protecting us and the company the innocent by following the rules. Imagine that following the buy in regs to be carried out.

Right now the SEC is waiting for the company to be the bad guy. The SEC would love nothing better for the company to declare all shares null and void. Or perform an OS increase followed by a reverse split. Then they could wash their hands of this and say you see the Company screwed you.

Now Why would the company do this? Becasue they need to get this trading again under the old share structure so Megas can do his RM.

Well this is unacceptable and all BCIT shareholder have the right to protection. Protection from fraud, we did not make this mess the market did and the market has rules to clean this up. Its up to the SEC to help us by enforcing these rules. We as shareholder should accept nothing less then true value of our stock based off of an OS of 5 million and not 550 million. Rules are rules. You made them.

Philip Robinson